
SPEAKING OF SWAGGER: KEYNOTES

How to break through the blockers that hinder high performance
How to reveal their authentic selves without damaging their credibility
How to recognize their people's true potential and unleash it for extraordinary productivity
How to eradicate the ‘fake it til you make it’ mindset causing workplace insecurity and fear
How to use collective swagger to form "supergroups" and amp up business success
A live Swagger Gap assessment

Every leader’s mandate is to recognize, nurture and unleash their people’s potential. Only through

this can they amp up engagement, performance and ultimately, productivity. But what happens

when their people actively withhold the most powerful parts of themselves due to fear, insecurity

or the belief that their true selves won’t be accepted in the workplace?

While we may dream of this organization firing on all human cylinders, the reality is our inability to

nurture and accept 100% of our people’s unique contributions – their ‘swagger’ – (not to mention

our own) means they in return choose to give us only 60% of their commitment, courage and

capabilities. This is the Swagger gap. And the cost of it can be devastating to our culture and

bottom line. Closing it is the secret to a super powered, super performing and super happier

workplace. 

In her interactive and informative keynote, Wall Street Journal & USA Today bestselling author

Leslie Ehm brings her high-energy, infectious, soulful style to helping leaders model and manifest

their own swagger. Through inspiring stories and engaging real world examples, Leslie helps

leaders recognize what holds their people back from bringing their authentic selves at work, and

create an environment and workforce brimming with confidence, positivity, and power. 

For any organization who wants to be the kind of a sought-after workplace where top talent not

just gravitates to but stays and flourishes, Closing the Swagger Gap is the keynote that will take

your leaders to the next level in people management and performance.

Leaders Will Learn:

Closing The Swagger Gap
How Leaders Can Amplify Performance & Culture by Unleashing Authentic Human Potential

Keynotes can be delivered both virtually and in-person.

Watch Leslie in action here.

https://youtu.be/nu5Ydolb8JY



